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Official Licensed COPO Camaro Instruments Now Available!
March 19, 2013, Sycamore, IL - Auto Meter is proud to be the official licensed supplier for the performance gauge pack
in the new COPO Camaro. Designed to commemorate the original Central Office Production Order (COPO) system used
by dealers in 1969 to offer performance models that were designed to be the quickest in NHRA Stock Eliminator and
Super Stock classes. The current generation of COPO Camaros, are limited production models specially designed for
NHRA competition today.
When Chevrolet Performance decided to build the COPO Camaro they knew they
couldn't trust just any instrument to track the vitals of the beast. So they contacted
Auto Meter, manufacturer of the most trusted instruments in NHRA and NASCAR
competition, to draw on our 55+ years or racing instrument experience for help putting
together the ultimate NHRA-ready competition gauge pack.
The end result is what you see here. A unique instrument set that was designed to the
Chevrolet Performance COPO team's exacting standards composed of:


Racing Shift Light tachometer that can swing from 0-10,000 RPM in just 333 milliseconds, ensuring instant,
accurate response to changes in engine RPM, enabling the driver nail their shift points with confidence, every
time.



Precision full sweep electric instruments for Brake Pressure, Fuel Pressure, Oil Pressure, Transmission
Temperature, and Water Temperature powered by the same digital stepper motor drives and motorsports
sensors found in today's NASCAR Cup cars.



A short sweep electric voltmeter mounted in the trunk for easy monitoring of vehicle electrical system health in
the staging lanes and pits.



All of the above are emblazoned with the gold bowtie logo, finished with classic styling, and backlit by white
LEDs for unmatched visibility day or night.

While we might not all be able to get our hands on one of the limited edition COPO Camaros, Auto Meter is pleased to
be able to offer you the COPO Camaro Gauge Pack instruments separately to help complete your latest Chevrolet
project.
For more information about these products and hundreds of other instrumentation options, visit
www.autometer.com or call us toll free at 1-866-248-6356.

